Editing Charge Screens with ‘csedit’

‘csedit’ – Charge Screen Editor

- Customized charge screens allow for faster and more accurate posting.
- Whether you use one or one hundred encounter forms, using appropriately configured customized charge screens will help streamline your process!
- The ‘csedit’ tool allows you to create or modify charge screens to suit your needs.

‘csedit’ – Charge Screen Editor

What can be customized?
- You can add default procedures
- You can add default diagnoses
- You can add default snap codes
- You can determine when each screen will be needed!
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Deciding when charge screens are needed:

- Based on Visit Reason (very common)
- Based on Provider (occasional)
- Based on Place Of Service (rare)
- HINT: Use <F5> 'Show Matches' to test your settings before saving your work!
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Associating customized charge screens to specific encounter form bundles may help streamline communication between the rendering provider and the billing staff.
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- CAUTION: While ‘checkout’ offers two screens worth of procedures, ‘csedit’ currently only allows you to edit one screen. PCC Support will help you customize any extra procedures that would fall onto the second charge screen.
- CAUTION: When configuring your Well Child screens, ‘csedit’ can not select an age appropriate code (but ‘checkout’ will, when you start posting for an actual patient). ‘csedit’ will always show you “Well Child 1-4 yrs” on all screens.
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Thank You!